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Collaborative
Surgical Robots
Optical Tracking During Endovascular Operations

E

ndovascular interventions usually require meticulous
handling of surgical instruments and constant
monitoring of the operating room workspace. To
address these challenges, robotic- assisted technologies and tracking techniques are increasingly
being developed. Specifically, the limited workspace and
potential for a collision between the robot and surrounding dynamic obstacles are important aspects that need
to be considered. This article presents a navigation system
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developed to assist clinicians with the magnetic actuation of
endovascular catheters using multiple surgical robots. We
demonstrate the actuation of a magnetic catheter in an
experimental arterial testbed with dynamic obstacles. The
motions and trajectory planning of two six degrees of freedom
(6-DoF) robotic arms are established through passive markerguided motion planning. We achieve an overall 3D tracking
accuracy of 2.3 ± 0.6 mm for experiments involving dynamic
obstacles. We conclude that integrating multiple optical trackers
with the online planning of two serial-link manipulators is
useful to support the treatment of endovascular diseases and
aid clinicians during interventions.
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Benefits and Drawbacks to Surgical Robots
Ever since the first documented robot-assisted surgical intervention in 1985, the field of surgical robotics has expanded
in revolutionary ways [1]. In particular, surgical robots have
been incorporated within
the field of endovascular
Endovascular interventions surgery to offer a lowerrisk alternative to open
usually require meticulous operations, assist with
localizing diseases, and
handling of surgical
expedite the planning of
endovascular interveninstruments and constant
tions. During robot-assisted procedures, serial-link
monitoring of the operating manipulators may provide aid to a clinician by
room workspace.
maneuvering cameras,
lights, and medical instruments. Studies have shown
that these surgeries result in shorter hospital stays, fewer incisions, and higher precision when compared to traditional
interventions [2]. As attractive as robotic surgery is, there are
several limitations inherent in robots, even if the machines
reduce the physical burden of a clinician. Since clinicians are
meticulously trained to handle surgical instruments, dealing

with robots may cause them to lose both their natural hand–
eye coordination and dexterity for grasping and manipulating multiple surgical tools and instruments [3]. These
drawbacks reduce both their sensory perception and situational awareness [4].
To resolve dexterity issues and improve control of surgical instruments, a magnetic-actuation approach has
shown potential for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes [5]. Based on this notion, we have proposed the
Advanced Robotics for Magnetic Manipulation (ARMM)
system (Figure 1), which is designed to magnetically steer
flexible surgical instruments, such as endovascular catheters, in a large dexterous workspace [6]. Nevertheless,
some issues remain unexplored in this system. It employs
two collaborative robots aimed at manipulating surgical
instruments and imaging tools. However, due to the
dynamic and unstructured environment in an operating
room, autonomously collaborating with the robots can
be challenging since it requires an effective tracking
scheme. In addition, the loss of visual surgical-tool tracking is reputed to be one of the biggest impediments to
the widespread use of autonomous surgical robots [7].
Consequently, the field is far from maturity, and the benefits of surgical robots are still a subject of debate in
medical communities.
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Figure 1. The ARMM system incorporates two serial-link manipulators. (a) One actuates
an electromagnet for (b) the purpose of guiding a magnetic endovascular catheter
using (c) an automated CID. (d) Another manipulator maneuvers a US transducer for
intraoperative US imaging. (e) Optical tracking is used to note the pose and movement
of static and dynamic objects by means of reflective markers.
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Tracking in an Operating Room
Most surgical robotic systems are premised on human–machine collaboration akin to master–slave systems.
Such conventional systems have
employed both optical tracking [8]–
[10] and electromagnetic tracking
techniques (EMTs) in the operating
room [11]. However, due to a clustered operating environment and
small capture volumes, large tracking
errors ($4 mm) have been reported
for EMT [12]. Moreover, from the
perspective of a magnetic-actuation
system, these trackers are susceptible
to distortions induced by ferromagnetic materials in surgical tools and
electromagnets [13]. One of the most
common devices for optical tracking
in a clinical setting is the Northern
Digital Inc. (NDI) Polaris system
(Polaris Industries, Medina, Minnesota). It has been used in commercial
systems such as the Da Vinci Robot
(Intuitive Surgical, Sunnyvale, California) [14] and the haptic-centered
Robotic Arm Interactive Orthopedic
System (MAKO Surgical, Fort Lauderdale, Florida) [15] as well as in clinical
studies: Nguyen et al. [9] examined
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Optical Tracking in the ARMM System
ARMM consists of several subsystems (Figure 1), one of
which is a cored EM coil attached to a 6-DoF robotic arm
(UR10, Universal Robots, Odense, Denmark). The system
includes a second robotic arm (UR5) that is capable of guiding an ultrasound (US) transducer (SonixTouch Q+, BK
Medical, Peabody, Massachusetts). Additionally, it employs
an efficient vision-based 3D tracking system and an automated catheter-insertion device (CID). Other details of the
magnetic subsystem are discussed in our previous work [6].
In this section, we discuss the methods for setting up the
cameras in the ARMM system workspace so that it represents a clinical environment.
Preoperative Planning: Workspace Registration
We have partial information about obstacles before the
motion of the robots. Therefore, to realize online planning for the serial-link manipulators and visualization of
these obstacles, the workspace must be registered preoperatively. Eight infrared cameras (Flex13, Optitrack, Corvallis, Oregon) are mounted on a truss structure that
surrounds the ARMM workspace (Figure 1). Each camera
has a horizontal field of view (FoV) of 56° and a vertical
FoV of 46° (Figure 2). To fully utilize this capture coverage, the optimized camera placement is chosen so that
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Contributions
In this article, we investigate accurate preoperative planning
to improve an intervention’s workflow and show that realtime intraoperative planning can reduce disruptions. We
propose a robotic surgical system that uses optical tracking
and an online automated control system to address the
aforementioned limitations. In our system, eight cameras
are employed in a larger capture volume, as opposed to the
conventional stereo-camera solution. We address problems
related to the autonomous handling of surgical instruments
and collaboration with a user in an environment that represents an operating room in the context of an endovascular
intervention. Finally, we present a combined tracking and
navigation system for a surgical instrument and robot arms
in combination with a magnetic-actuation system that
includes a real-time obstacle avoidance strategy.

points are maximally visible, with minimal 3D reconstruction error in the presence of dynamic occlusion [16].
Furthermore, tracked markers can be simultaneously
recorded by at least two synchronized cameras in a capture volume of 9 m3.
The cameras are first calibrated within the workspace reference frame ({O} ) using commercial calibration tools
(CWM-250 Calibration Wand and Motive 2.1 L-Frame,
Optitrack, Corvallis, Oregon). Next, we position a custommade calibration tool on the UR10 end effector and move it
toward 20 reference points inside the ARMM workspace. By
triangulating the markers in frame ({O}) in conjunction with
the UR10 end-effector set point, the homogeneous transforG
mation [T O ! SE (3)] can be derived that maps camera
coordinates to the global reference frame ({G}) . This is calculated as

2,000

the optimization of an operating room, combined with optical constraints from an NDI system. Kengott et al. [10] investigated the use of the same tracking system for visualizing
surgical instruments in relation to anatomic structures [10].
However, these studies demonstrate control by calculating
the path of the instrument before the intervention (i.e.,
offline), which has some caveats. First, it is not robust
enough for a rapidly changing environment and real-time
disruptions. Next, limited information is available in advance
about the environment and its dynamics. Furthermore, the
NDI system has a low capture volume, confines the movement of surgical staff and equipment, and is difficult to position optimally within a clinical environment.

5
1
{O}
(b)
Figure 2. In a clinical environment, the cameras can be placed
around the patient and registered in the reference frame ({O}).
(a) A sample image of the system workspace and the view
frustum of camera ④. (b) The operable workspace for both
manipulators is indicated by the hemisphere. To ensure the
visualization of the patient, cameras ① and ⑤ are mounted
near the workspace at ground level. Cameras ③ and ⑦
ensure the constant tracking of the manipulators. Finally, the
entire workspace is visualized by cameras ②, ④, ⑥, and ⑧. All
dimensions are in millimeters.
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the translation vector from point i to j. The translation component of all position coordinates from the cameras to the
global reference frame is experimentally determined by calculating the residual error between the tracked marker and
UR10 set points. Based on the postcalibration results, the
tracking system’s mean reprojection error is 0.20 mm. The
effective workspace of the ARMM system for magnetic actuation can be approximated as a hemisphere with a radius of
1,300 mm [6]. Combining this workspace with the capture
volume of the tracking system ensures a well-monitored
robotic setup that is applicable for use in an operating room.
The functionalities of the tracking system are accessed using a
software development kit from Motive (NaturalPoint, Corvallis, Oregon).

location (p = p n) of the magnetic dipole (n ! R 3) attached
to the instrument [Figure 4(b)]. According to the dipole
approximation, the magnetic dipole experiences a wrench
(W n ! R 6) when exposed to an external magnetic field [17].
This wrench consists of force (Fn ! R 3) and torque
(Tn ! R 3) components, defined as

Registering Obstacles in the Workspace
To autonomously control the ARMM manipulators, all
objects within the workspace, such as the tool center point
(TCP) of a manipulator, surgical instruments, the CID, and
the moving hand of a clinician, should be registered. The
tracking system can trace rigid body tools that have reflective
markers [Figure 3(a)]. We place these markers preoperatively
on objects, assuming that the best line-of-sight scenario [Figure 3(b)] involves a corner position on the top surface of the
objects within the ARMM workspace [Figure 3(c)]. A user
can approximate this location as the 3D position on the
object farthest from the origin of the global reference frame
({G}). In the case of a nonmanufactured object, such as a
clinician’s hand, this position can be chosen as a center
point. Next, objects are enveloped by oriented bounding
boxes (OBBs), and safety spheres are generated with respect
to the relative positions (p o ! R 3 ) defined during the preoperative phase. Once an object is registered, a real-time
visualization of its OBB is shown. Static objects require only
a single registration, while dynamic (moving) objects are
registered using unique and fixed rigid bodies. Each OBB
contains known vertex positions connected by edges to
form a cuboid shape that is extruded toward the global origin. With the workspace and global reference frames, we
specify the reference frame of the electromagnetic (EM) coil
({C}), as indicated in Figure 3(c).

B (p n, I) = Z C B (x n, I), (3)

Robot Navigation During Endovascular
Interventions
In this section, we provide the ARMM system’s control algorithms in the context of optical tracking within a clinical environment. First, we describe intraoperative planning, which
includes a magnetic-actuation strategy that specifies the manipulator trajectories, and modeling the ARMM apparatus (Fig
ure 4). This is followed by a discussion of intraoperative control,
which includes an explanation of our online control strategy.
EM-Field Strength
To magnetically actuate an instrument, the ARMM system
requires knowledge of the UR10 end-effector pose, the magnetic field (B (p) ! R 3) generated by the EM coil, and the
32
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S (n) B (p n)

where S (n) denotes a skew-symmetric form of n. Our ac
tuation strategy [Figure 4(c)] is to orient the electromagnet so that p n is coincident with the coil-symmetry axis
(Z C ! R 3 : Z C = 1) at all times [6]. Consequently, we can
express the magnetic field at p n as

where I ! R is the current input to the coil, x n ! R + is the
distance from the dipole to the face of the electromagnet, and
B (x n, I) is the scalar value of the magnetic field along the coilsymmetry axis.
The electromagnet should be able to generate sufficient
fields to manipulate autonomously operated catheters. Since
the electromagnet is positioned outside the human body in a
clinical scenario, we assume that the catheter at any instance
during the procedure is located no further than 20 cm away
from the electromagnet. Therefore, to obtain a current-tofield map, we experimentally measure the field using a calibrated three-axis teslameter (3MH3A-500MT, Senis, Baar,
Switzerland). Throughout this task, we exploit the coil’s axial
symmetry [17], measuring the values in a region of the coil’s
xz plane [Figure 4(d)]. The measurement data are then preprocessed using an R implementation of the local polynomial
surface-smoothing regression. The preprocessed data are fit
using a fifth-order polynomial function. We obtain a rootmean-square error (RMSE) between the measured and fitted
fields of 1.35 mT, with an average relative error of 2.34%.
End-Effector Pose Commands
We define intraoperative planning as the phase between
the offline preoperative phase and the online strategy.
During intraoperative planning, we provide a manipulator
end effector’s final poses to coordinate the manipulator
tool frame’s motions, corresponding to any activated
tasks, for instance, orienting the electromagnet, inserting
a needle, or actuating a US transducer. Let us consider the
end-effector pose of a single robot, expressed as a position
(p e ! R 3) and axis-angle orientation (i e ! S 3). Deriving
the pose depends on the current manipulator TCP, its
frame of reference, a distance vector (rn ! R 3) to a point
of interest, and a unit vector (k ! R 3) [Figure 4(e)]. The
unit vector describes an axis of rotation, and an angle
(c ! R +) describes the rotation about that axis. For example, if the distal segment of the catheter has to be deflected so that it aligns with a target vector in 3D (rn), a target
point for the electromagnet TCP (p g ! R 3) is chosen to
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Figure 3. Preoperative planning occurs in three steps. (a) Step 1: Markers are registered by the tracking system as a position (Po) after
being placed at approximately the farthest 3D coordinates of the object from the origin of frame ({G}). Each object is labeled with a
unique identifier, e.g., “OBS” for an obstacle or “UR10” for the manipulator. (b) Step 2: Each object requires a direct line of sight from
at least two cameras. The example shows seven cameras tracking the OBS and four cameras tracking the manipulator simultaneously.
(c) Step 3: Using (1), we derive the transformation of the coordinates of an object with bounding dimensions (no,x # no,y # no,z). The first
G
transformation (T O) is from ({O}) to ({G}). The manipulator’s TCP position (Pe) is derived by a second transformation (T CG) that maps
the coordinates to the tool frame ({C}). The BB dimensions are constructed in the direction of the origin of {G}, and safety spheres
envelope objects around their centroids.
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Figure 4. The system apparatus. (a) A CID can continuously feed or retract catheters with sizes ranging from 3 to 34 French into the port of entry, such as an incision in the groin. The body of
the catheter is gripped between a gear and a bearing structure and fed through a tube by an MX-64AR Dynamixel servo motor (Robotis, Seoul, South Korea) with a 0.088° resolution at an
insertion error of 0.47%. (b) An endovascular catheter is embedded with an N45 neodymium magnet (diameter: 4 mm; length 10 mm) at its tip. The catheter is equipped with a magnetic
dipole (n) at position (p n). (c) The magnetic-actuation strategy employed in the ARMM system uses a mobile electromagnet to deflect the catheter by generating a magnetic field, [B (p)].
When exposed to this field at a distance (x n) from the electromagnet, the catheter tip experiences a magnetic force (Fn) and torque (Tn). The distal segment (t L) is then deflected to an
angle (a) to align with the electromagnet axis of symmetry (Z C). (d) Current-to-field maps are generated at a coil current of 1 A. The graphs show the magnetic field [B ) (p)], where * denotes
magnetic-field magnitudes along the xz coordinates of a 2D plane with reference to frame ({C}), on which the catheter should be deflected. (e) Before approximately arriving at a target
position (p e . p g), a distance vector (rn) is calculated. The end-effector orientation (i e) is adjusted so that the electromagnet axis of symmetry aligns with the distance vector. This is done by
choosing an appropriate axis for k [for instance, the electromagnet x-axis (Xt c) or transducer x-axis (Xt t)] and rotating it with a required angle (c) using (2). mT: millitesla.
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lie on that vector. Furthermore, since the coil’s
z-axis should align with rn on a 2D plane, we
choose its x-axis (Xt c) to be the unit vector. The
axis-angle orientation (i e) is then calculated
using the Rodrigues formula [18]:
ie

= rn cos (c) + (k # rn) sin (c)
+ k (k · rn) (1 - cos (c)). (4)

Depending on the orientation of the tool reference frame, the vector obtained in (2) must be
transformed using (1). This strategy can be
employed using more complex end-effector tools
(such as the US transducer) that require different
robotic poses, as detailed in [19].

Algorithm 1: Generating and tracking obstacle (OBS) vertices
Inputs:
➪ Corner position of the OBS 6 p o, x p o, y p o, z@
po d R3
➪ OBS-dimensions vector 6n o, x n o, y n o, z@
no d R3
G
➪ Transformation matrix from frame " O , to frame " G ,
T O d SE (3)
Outputs:
➪ Real-time BB coordinates in " G ,
nm d R8 # 3
Tracking thread:
1 Track OBS position (p o) using the motion trackers
2 Create an OBB to envelope the OBS
R p
p o, y
p o, z VW ➪ Vertex positions for OBB
o, x
S
S p o, x
p o, y
p o, z + n o, zW
stored in n n
S
W
p o, z + n o, zW
p o, y
S p o, x - n o, x
S p o, x - n o, x
p o, z W
p o, y
no,z
   n n ! S
p o, z WW
p o, y - n o, y
S p o, x
p o, y - n o, y p o, z + n o, zW
no,y
S p o, x
po
S p o, x - n o, x p o, y - n o, y p o, z + n o, zW
SS
W
{O}
no,x
p o, z W
p o, x - n o, x
p o, y
T
X
   for k := 1 to 8, do          
Transform vertex positions to
G
   n t ! T O 8n n (k, :) TB
➪
global frame using temporary
1
vector (n t d R 4 # 1)
   n m (k, :) ! n t (1: 3)

Model-Based Trajectory Planning
A tracking thread (Algorithm 1) is implemented
to continuously reconstruct obstacle vertices at a
speed of 120 Hz. A second algorithm utilizes this
tracking data to employ an online OBS-avoidance
  end               ➪ O
 utput obstacle vertices (n m)
scheme (Algorithm 2a). Manipulators can be
instructed to avoid points on obstacles, guide
themselves to specific target poses, or execute a standby depending on whether the potential creates an attractive (v a ! R 3)
mode during an intervention [Figure 5(a)]. In all cases, tra- or repulsive (v r ! R 3) effect. In (5b), K a ! R is a positive gain for
jectory parameters are defined in the form of safety sphere the attraction potential of the target point (p g ! R 3). In (5c),
radii. These radii control the region where the end-effector K n, t ! R are positive gains for the repulsion potentials for collivelocity potential starts to decrease (in the case of attraction) sion avoidance. Furthermore, ri = (p r - p n) ! R 3 is the shortest
or increase (in the case of repulsion). First, we define the crit- vector between the OBS and manipulator. The unit vecical radius (r g ! R +) around the end-effector target point tors are defined as u a = p e - p g p e - p g , u n = ri ri , and
(p g ). The second critical radius (rc ! R +) is around an u t = r =i r i= , ! R 3. When the end effector is outside the
obstacle. A near collision occurs when a manipulator’s end region spanned by the critical radius (rc), it moves directly
effector (or any point on a link) approaches any point on the toward the goal, subject to v a . The original VPF method is
surface of an OBB within rc. This is determined with the aid modified by adding a small perturbation velocity to the repulof a Gilbert-Johnson-Keerthi (GJK) algorithm [20]. The use sive forces once a threshold distance between the OBS and
of this algorithm is twofold. First, it calculates a pair of end-effector position is reached. By implementing a turning
closest points between convex shapes, where one point strategy in the direction perpendicular (=) to u n and away
(p r ! R 3) lies on the manipulator and the other lies from the OBS surface, the perturbation enables the end effec(p n ! R 3) on the obstacle [Figure 5(b)]. Second, it is used tor to move toward the target goal. This vector is influenced
to determine whether the end-effector TCP (p e) is to the by the end effector’s z position (p e, z) and the height of the
left or right of the OBB centroid with respect to the global OBS (p o, z) in ({G}). Details of the exact direction are outlined
reference frame. The latter enables us to implement a in Algorithm 2b and illustrated in Figure 5(e)–(g).
turning strategy, which is demonstrated in Algorithm 2b.
The end-effector velocities required for a manipulator TCP Strategy for Closed-Loop Trajectory Control
to reach a target are calculated using a modified, artificial The global planning of trajectories is generally performed
velocity-potential field (VPF) method proposed in [21]. in a scenario where no OBSs are present. In this case,
The potential function subjects the robot end-effector velocity using the task velocity in (5a), joint velocities can be comvector (v e (p e) ! R 3) to an attractive force toward the goal puted from the geometric-manipulator Jacobian-inverse
[Figure 5(c)] and a repulsive force away from an OBS [Fig- (J g ! R 6 # n) approach satisfying
.
ure 5(d)]. The computed velocity potential field for an OBS is
v e (p e) = J g q, (6)
v e (p e) = v a + v r, (5a)
v a = - K a u a (1 - e
v r = - K n u n (e

- ri
rc

- pe - p g
rg

), (5b)

) - K t u t (e

- ri
rc

), (5c)

where q = {q 1, q 2, f, q n} ! R n denotes the set of joint
angles for n joints. However, the planning algorithm is
designed so that the robot must avoid obstacles within its
vicinity, including collisions with its links. In this case, we
define a contact-point Jacobian (J c ! R 6 # i), where i
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Figure 5. The GJK and VPF methods of intraoperative planning. (a) In this study, the collaborative control of the manipulators
is aided by optical markers during two applications: the autonomous planning of a robot end effector and an interaction with
a clinician during an endovascular intervention. In the latter, the hand is modeled as a dynamic OBS within a safety sphere.
(b) Manipulators and OBSs are modeled as OBBs, each assigned to its own relative position (p o). The geometric vertices and
edges of these boxes are used to derive the shortest vector (ri) pointing from the manipulator (p r) to the OBS (p n), which is
enveloped in a safety hemisphere with radius (rc). (c) The velocity vector (v a) attracts the robot end-effector position (p e) so
that it moves toward the goal position (p g) in a hemisphere with radius (rg). (d) The repulsive velocity (v r) exists when an OBS
is in close proximity to the robot, and v e is the resulting velocity vector of the end effector. (e) Once the manipulator enters the
safety hemisphere, based on the end-effector height (p e, z) and OBS height (p o, z), perturbation velocities are generated. (f)
The end effector can be moved sideways (OBS A) or upward (OBS B), depending on the direction of the tangent-unit vector
(u t). (g) The tangent direction is represented by a Boolean variable (turn) determined by calculating the end-effector position
with respect to the OBS centroid in frame (G). The end effector turns right (OBS C) if it is to the right of the centroid or left
(OBS D) otherwise.
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represents the number of manipulator links, as outlined in
[18] and [22]. Generally, for an arbitrary point (p r) on
any link ( j ! 1, f, i), the Jacobian is defined as
J c, v
J c = ; E, (7)
J c, ~
where the linear velocity component is defined as
J c, v = )

z 0i - 1 # (p r - o 0i - 1), 6i # j
(8)
0,
6i 2 j,

and the angular velocity component is defined as
J c, ~ = )

z i0- 1, 6i # j
(9)
0,
6i 2 j,

where z 0i - 1 = R 0i - 1 k represents the transformation from the manipulator’s base frame to link i,
with k = [0, 0, 1] T , and o 0i - 1 represents the
translation from the previous link’s base frame.
In our strategy, outlined in Algorithm 2a,
once ri is smaller than a critical radius, only
the velocity of the point on the link (j) closest to
the OBS is considered. We then employ only
J c, v, which results in a redundant task that is
resolved through a quadratic programming
(QP) algorithm outlined in [23]. This algorithm
solves the inverse kinematics problem, which is
implemented using the CPLEX application programming interface (ILOG Studio V12.6.1,
IBM, New York):
min f (qo ) = 1 qo T Qqo
2
subject to Aqo # b 
and l b # qo # u b .

(10)

Joint velocities (qo ) are minimized subject to
the dynamic inequality constraint (Aqo # b),
which is the collision-free criterion, while,
simultaneously, joint velocity constraints
(l b # qo , l b ! R 6 and u b $ qo , u b ! R 6) are
satisfied. These joint velocities are chosen
as [- 1.05, 1.05] rad/s for joints (1–3) and
[- 1.57, 1.57] rad/s for joints (4–6). Furthermore, A ! R 3 # 6 is the critical-point Jacobian
matrix, and b ! R 3 is the velocity prescribed
to push the manipulator link ( j) away from the
obstacle. To avoid sudden joint deceleration, a
smoothing function [s (ri)] is used to gradually
decrease Aqo within a margin of space. In Algorithm 2a (line 9), the thresholds of these inner
and outer margins are chosen as r1 = 30 mm
and r2 = 50 mm. The inequality is imposed
only when the minimum distance ^ ri h is less
than the outer safety threshold (r2) . Next, Q is
the coefficient matrix, arbitrarily chosen as an

identity matrix (Q = I6 # 6) to assign equal weights to all joint
velocities. Finally, we input the obtained set of joint velocities
to the embedded joint velocity controller of the manipulator.
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the ARMM system’s tracking
scheme, as presented in the ”Robot Navigation During
Endovascular Interventions” section. This evaluation is used
as a benchmark for the quality assessment of the performed
experiments. The experimental plan is described, followed
by a summary and the results of each experiment. Based on
the aspects of our planner, displayed in Figure 5(a), we
implement two experiments using the ARMM system. Table 1
lists the subsystems employed in each experiment.

Algorithm 2a: OBS-avoidance algorithm
Inputs:
➪ End-effector current position in " G ,
pe d R3
➪ End-effector target position in " G ,
p g d R3
rc, rg d R +
➪ Critical radii around OBS (rc) and target (rg)
r1, r2 d R +
➪ OBS-threshold margins
➪ Upper and lower manipulator joint velocity limits
u b, l b d R 6
➪ Real-time OBB coordinates
nm d R8 # 3
Outputs:
turn d B
➪ Boolean variable for turning direction
➪ Unit vector for normal repulsive force
un d R3
➪ Manipulator joint velocities
qo d R 6
Initialization:
1 Obtain OBS vertices n m
➪ Call Algorithm 1
Start manipulator trajectory to target position
While p e ! p g do
➪ While specified goal is not reached
Obtain turning variable and shortest
2  (turn, ri) ! GJK (p r, p n)
➪
vector from GJK [20]
  if norm (ri) 2 rc
➪ If critical radius is not exceeded
3    v e ! v a (5b)
➪ Calculate desired end-effector velocity
4    qo ! J -g1 v e (6)
➪ Output joint velocities using pseudoinverse of J g
   else if norm (ri) # rc
➪ If critical radius is exceeded
5    u n ! ri
➪ Unit vector for normal repulsive force
ri
6    u t ! Alg.2b (turn, u n)

➪ Input turning operator and normal unit
vector to Algorithm 2b
7    v e ! v a + v r (5)
➪ Calculate desired end-effector velocity
8    J c, v ! (8)
➪ Update contact-point Jacobian
Z
1
,
ri $ r2
]]
Derive smoothing function
9    s (ri) ! [ sin 2 ` r ri - r1 j, r1 1 ri 1 r2
➪ between

OBS threshold
2
r
i - r2
]
margins
(r
1, r2)
,
r
#
r
0
i
1
\
sgn (p n, x - p r, x) J c, v (1, :)
10   A ! >sgn (p n, y - p r, y) J c, v (2, :)H
sgn (p n, z - p r, z) J c, v (3, :)

Calculate critical point
➪
Jacobian matrix (A)

Calculate coefficient vecmax (A (1, :) qo r2, 0)
tor from joint velocities
11   b ! s (ri) >max (A (2, :) qo r2, 0)H
➪
(qo r2) at link-OBS distance
max (A (3, :) qo r2, 0)
( ; norm (ri); = r2)
Aqo # b
12   
➪ Generate inequality constraints
l b # qo # u b
13   qo ! f (qo )(10)
end
end

➪ Optimize joint velocities using QP solver
➪ Prescribe joint velocities
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Algorithm 2b: Turning strategy for manipulator end effector

1
2

3
4

5
6

Inputs:
➪ Real-time OBB coordinates
nm d R8 # 3
➪ End-effector current position in " G ,
pe d R3
rc d R +
➪ Critical radius around OBS
turn d B
➪ Boolean variable for turning direction
➪ Unit vector for normal repulsive force
un d R3
Outputs:
ze d R
➪ End-effector z position
zm d R
➪ Maximum OBS z position
➪ Unit vector for tangent repulsive force
ut d R3
Initialization:
z e ! p e (3)
➪ Obtain end-effector height
z m ! n m (1, 3)
➪ Obtain maximum OBS height
if z e $ z m
➪ If end effector is above OBS
if turn = 0
➪ If end effector should turn left
u t ! 6u n (2) -u n (1) 0@
else
➪ End effector should turn right
u t ! 6-u n (2) u n (1) 0@
end
else if z e 1 z m
➪ If end effector is below OBS
maximum height
if turn = 0
Zm
u t ! 6u n (2) -u n (1) 1@
else
u t ! 6-u n (2) u n (1) 1@
Ze
{G}
end
end

Experiment Plan
Utilizing the control strategy of the ARMM system (Figure 6),
different experimental cases can be demonstrated. In this
study, we detail an autonomous planning strategy that does
not include a clinician as well as an intraoperative decision
support where both manipulators assist a clinician. The
results for experiments 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 7.
The first experiment [Figure 7(a)] is related to arterial
reperfusion, where we guide a magnetic endovascular
catheter (ClariVein infusion catheter, Merit Medical,
South Jordan, Utah) through mockup arterial branches
with simulated breathing motions. First, a CAD model of
the systemic arterial tree is designed and 3D-printed as a
mockup structure. Seven principle abdominal aorta
branches are modeled based on a different takeoff angle
with respect to the main arterial branch [Figure 7(b)]. In
our actuation strategy, we deflect the catheter tip to the
desired angle (α) by controlling the magnetic wrenches
using Wn (2). For this to occur, the UR10 has to traverse
to seven poses while avoiding a collision with the moving
artery. To determine the UR10’s series of end-effector
poses (i.e., the poses of the electromagnet), we develop a
feed-forward controller. We induce the rotation of the
catheter segment (t L) on a 2D plane [Figure 4(d)] by prescribing a positive or negative current in the EM coil. This
current is controlled using an XEL-230-40 amplifier
(Copley Controls, Boston) connected via EtherCAT, as
calculated using (3).
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The second experiment [Figure 7(c)] relates to
a more realistic medical scenario. We demonstrate a presurgical localization methodology for
target registration inside a gelatinous phantom.
During this experiment, we insert the same catheter into a gelatinous phantom fitted with a silicon
tube and aim to demonstrate how the robots work
together; the intervention can be interrupted by
the clinician’s hand. A needle is attached to the
UR10 and tracked while it is inserted into the
phantom. The UR5 then places the US transducer
above the target, which commences the insertion
of the catheter.

Experiment 1: Magnetic Actuation
The mockup structure is registered preoperatively
using markers [Figure 7(a)] and placed on the end
effector of the UR5. This is followed by a preliminary calibration experiment to determine the coil
current and catheter-insertion length. One trajectory (trajectory 1) of the UR10 is executed using
the OBS-avoidance algorithm. This trajectory consists of a combination of seven subtrajectories, each
traversing the UR10 end effector to a pose that terminates opposite an arterial branch. The magnetic
torque applied to the tip of the catheter is determined empirically after each end-effector pose has
been reached.
Next, we evaluate the OBS-avoidance algorithm using
empirical results from the first experiment. We implement the
same trajectory while displacing the mockup structure, first
horizontally (trajectory 2) and then vertically (trajectory 3), as
shown in Figure 8. We impose a sinusoidal motion with an
amplitude of 5 mm to simulate the respiratory cycle of a breathing patient. We then insert the catheter again, with the insertion
length obtained from the results of trajectory 1. The poses of
the UR10 and the current supply to the coil are defined as
inputs. Three trials are conducted for each trajectory.
The results of experiment 1 are presented in Figure 8. We
report the accuracies of the tracking system (3D reconstruction error) and the trajectory planner (QP planner versus
actual trajectory) in Table 2. The resulting input currents
range from 1 to 6 A, with magnetic fields generated
between 20 and 80 mT, which is sufficient to deflect the
magnetic catheter at a safe distance from the target artery.
With this distance, it is assumed that the electromagnet can
be maneuvered without colliding with or touching the
patient. This is visualized by a safety hemisphere around the
obstacle (Figure 8). The reconstruction of the objects is performed with a mean error of 2.9 mm. Furthermore, the
UR10 autonomously positions the EM coil without any collisions at an accuracy of 1.55 mm (RMSE).
Experiment 2: Collaborative Control
In this experiment, the collaborative control of two surgical
robots is evaluated. We implement the obstacle-avoidance
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algorithm in the setup shown in Fig
ure 7(c). The aim is to demonstrate a
dynamic collision-avoidance scenario
involving multiple robots and another
obstacle (a moving hand), as shown
in Table 1. A catheter is inserted in a
gelatinous phantom fitted with a sili
con tube.
The procedure is as follows. First, a
safety sphere is generated around the
transducer and the clinician’s hand, as
pictured in Figure 7(c), inset ⑤. We
then designate a target in the phantom
using a surgical needle that is attached
to the UR10. The needle base position
is tracked, enabling us to derive the tip
position in 3D. Once this position is
known, the planar orientation of the
US transducer and its TCP target
point (p g ) are derived geometrically.
The transducer should be rotated to
provide a true axial cross section of
the artery that is perpendicular to the

Preoperative Planning
Start
Surgeon/Operator
Register
[no,x no,y no,z ]
OBSs
s

Table 1. The ARMM system experiments.

ARMM System Apparatus
Experiment

CID

Electromagnet

US

Dynamic OBSs

1: Trajectory planning
X
and collision avoidance

X

X

—

X

2: Interaction with
a user during an
intervention

X

—

X

X

Tracker

Intraoperative
Specify Manipulator
Target (s)
pg
Critical Radii
rc, rg
Vertices

UR10
Register
er
Manipulators
ators
UR5

X

The illustrations show the two experimental cases with a virtual patient, including the CID, the EM
coil attached to the UR10 and the US transducer attached to the UR5.

rate OBBs
Generate

o

(Standby Mode)

(Autonomous Planning)

OBB

Tracker
Reconstruct p {O}
Corner o
Positions Transform to
Global Frame
G
TO
p {G}

Experiment 2

Experiment 1

pe

ub
lb

Real-Time Control and OBS Avoidance
pe Updated End-Effector Position
GJK
Native Control
Shortest Distance
ri
pn
Point on OBS(s)
UR5
pr
Point on Manipulator
Tracker
Turn Turning Direction
ve
UR10
VPF
–1
.
J (q) ve
va Attractive Velocity
UR5
vr Repulsive Velocity
Controller
J Jacobian
ve End-Effector Velocity
UR5 Joint
.
q
Velocities
QP
Joint Velocities
UR10
Inequality Constraints
Controller
r1, r2
θe
Joint Constraints
UR10 Joint Velocities

Figure 6. A block diagram of the OBS-avoidance algorithm for the two serial-link manipulators (UR10/UR5). The high-level control
layer (preoperative planning) acquires the catheter targets supplied by the user (clinician) and the reconstructed data from the visionbased 3D tracking system. Following this, a GJK algorithm computes the minimum distance (ri) between a point on the manipulator
(p r) and on an OBS (p n) in the workspace while adhering to safety margins and critical radii (rc and rg). These algorithms are
implemented after visualizing the system workspace’s 3D environment and enveloping objects by OBBs. The VPF method requires the
position of an OBS with dimensions (n o, x # n o, y # n o, z) provided by markers and the end-effector position (p e). The v a is the velocity
effect that attracts the robot to move toward the goal (p g), v r is the repulsive velocity effect to avoid a collision between the robot
and OBS, and v e is the end effector’s resulting velocity vector. The VPF calculates the superposition of the attractive (end-effector
goal position) and repulsive (OBSs) potential functions. This results in joint velocity (qo ) commands, which are minimized through an
online QP algorithm. The inputs to the QP algorithm are the upper (u b) and lower (l b) joint velocity constraints; the margins (r1 and
r2) and coefficients are provided in Algorithm 2a.
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Experiment 1: Autonomous Planning

Experiment 2: Interaction With a Clinician

(a)

(c)

5

Electromagnet
Needle
Markers

Markers

4
pt
Mockup Arteries
(b)

CID
7

α

1

6

2

US Probe

5

3

4

2 Needle

1
pb
Register
Needle

US
Image

Phantom

Catheter

3
pt

pt
Catheter
Tip

Artery
Cross Section

Figure 7. The experimental setups. (a) Experiment 1 demonstrates the real-time OBS-avoidance strategy without a clinician. The
mockup arterial structure is placed on the end effector of the UR5. The CID and UR10 end effector are also registered. (b) During the
experiment, the CID inserts the catheter, followed by the autonomous magnetic actuation of the catheter tip. The aim is to magnetically
deflect the catheter tip in seven known angles (a:(1) - (7)) inside the mockup arteries. (c) Experiment 2 shows an endovascular
intervention with a clinician. A needle is used to provide targets, which, in turn, define the poses for both manipulators. ➀ The needle is
registered within the workspace utilizing markers on its base position (p b). ➁ A view inside the phantom shows the needle tip as well
as the catheter inside the tube. ➂ The needle-tip position (p t) and planar orientation are calculated to determine the pose of the UR5.
➃ The UR5 reaches its pose to place the US transducer on the phantom surface. The catheter is then inserted using the CID to reach
the target. 2D template-matching of the catheter tip ensures that the desired target has been reached. ➄ During the entire intervention,
when the clinician’s hand enters the workspace, the OBS-avoidance strategy executes a standby state.

path of the artery’s centerline. The unit vector of (2)
should coincide with the transducer’s x-axis (Xt t) [Fig
ure 4(e)], which is the axis of rotation for adjusting the
transducer’s yaw angle. During this trajectory, the UR10
should avoid the safety sphere that represents the US
probe (Figure 9).
After inserting the
needle, the UR10 moves
to a pose outside the
The loss of visual
region enveloped by the
sphere. Once the transsurgical-tool tracking is
ducer is safely positioned,
the catheter is inserted
reputed to be one of the
using the CID. We then
detect the catheter tip in
biggest impediments to
the US images within
the specified plane by
the widespread use of
employing image-temautonomous surgical robots. plate matching. We utilize
the normal component of
v r in (5c) to instruct the
robots to enter an emergency standby mode, ensuring that
the end effectors avoid the clinician’s hand, which is enveloped by another safety sphere. The US frames of the targets in
experiment 2 are shown in Figure 9, where a green circle represents the catheter tip inside the silicon tube (blue square).
Collaborative control (i.e., intraoperative interaction with
both robotic arms) is successfully implemented.
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Discussion
The results of these experiments (Table 2, Figures 8 and 9)
indicate an accurate real-time OBS-avoidance strategy that
can be beneficial during a surgical intervention where high
accuracy is required when placing needles, holding imaging
transducers, and maneuvering surgical tools using robotic
arms. The proposed tracking scheme can aid autonomous
cooperative interaction with multiple surgical robots, especially when a patient moves during surgery or the clinician
has to intervene.
The VPF method successfully takes into account the
dynamics of both robots and moving obstacles. The robots
adapt quickly to disturbances in the ARMM environment;
the joint velocities take a maximum of 6 ms to be calculated. We notice a higher maximum error for static obstacles
(trajectory 1). This may be due to the higher velocities
during the static experiment in comparison with the
dynamic one, which negatively affects the cameras’ tracking capabilities. However, in all experiments, collision was
avoided between the two robots and surrounding (still or
moving) obstacles.
Our methods combine the strengths of tracker-based
motion planning and native robot control to prescribe trajectories that enable surgical robots to 1) autonomously
avoid static and dynamic OBSs and 2) simultaneously reach
a target goal specified by an end-user. The use of optical
tracking to EMT as a primary localizer offers several benefits, including an increased range and effective use within a
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Figure 8. The results of experiment 1. This experiment concerns the online trajectory and OBS/collision avoidance of a
robotic end effector during the magnetic deflection of an endovascular catheter in seven targets. (a) The move from the
initial configuration to target 1 during trajectory 2. The end effector (orange) avoids a mockup arterial structure that is
displaced horizontally. This trajectory is shown in the 3D capture volume around the BB of the arterial structure, which is
enveloped in a safety hemisphere. The end effector first follows a planned trajectory obtained from (7), indicated in green,
after which the QP algorithm calculates the joint velocities to obtain the desired end-effector position (blue). (b) The move
from target 5 to 6. The end effector avoids the arterial structure during vertical motions. The left-side inset shows
the reactive planner that results from these motions due to the attractive-velocity vector (v a), repulsive velocity (v r), and
velocity vector of the end effector (v e). The right-side inset from camera 6 illustrates the consistent tracking of the end
effector despite an occlusion. (c) The joint velocity profile of joint 2 indicates the calculated (blue) versus the actual
(orange) velocities.
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Figure 9. The results of the second experiment. Five catheter-tip targets are prescribed in a gelatin phantom using a surgical needle. The US transducer is enveloped by a green safety
sphere, which the second robot must avoid. The transducer is guided across the phantom surface to reach the targets. Refer to the accompanying video, which can be found as
supplemental material for this article in IEEE Xplore, that illustrates these trajectories.
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Table 2. The 3D-reconstruction errors.
3D-Reconstruction Error (Triangulation)
Trajectory
Experiment 1

fm (mm)

fv (mm)

fRMS (mm)

1

3.79

2.92

2.99

2

2.15

1.65

1.82

3

2.58

1.98

2.07

Trajectory-planner error (QP versus actual)
Experiment 1

1

2.49

1.25

1.55

2

2.56

1.06

1.45

3

2.42

1.85

1.9

Overall results (experiments 1 and 2)
Optimization routine (rad/s)

1.24

Tracking (mm) Static environment
(mean error)

0.5 ± 0.3

1.57

Dynamic environ- 2.3 ± 0.6
ment (mean error)
Errors indicate the accuracy with which objects are triangulated inside
the ARMM system workspace. The ground truth for reconstruction
is the end-effector position estimated using the low-level controller
of each manipulator (UR10/UR5). The 3D-reconstruction error
(triangulation) results represent the maximum (fm), mean (fv), and
RMS (fRMS) errors (in millimeters) between the position as estimated
from angular data provided by the robot’s encoders and the position
as tracked by the eight cameras. Trajectory-planner errors resulting
from the OBS-avoidance algorithm are indicated in radians per second
for the optimization routine, followed by the overall tracking errors of
both experiments.

magnetic-actuation system. However, one of the limitations
introduced in this study relates to conducting experiments
in a realistic, clinically relevant scenario. In reality, the
amplitude and period of breathing motions vary with time
and among patients. Furthermore, preoperative patient-vasculature data would be more relevant when investigating
accurate 3D catheter-tip positioning in vivo. Since the focus
of the experiments was on the task-space control of the
robotic end effectors, we have not investigated the accurate
magnetic control of a catheter tip based on real-time subsurface imaging. However, this leaves room for future studies
conducted with the ARMM system.
A second limitation of optical tracking is that it is only
useful for monitoring surgical instruments outside the body.
Moreover, tracking the instruments requires a direct line of
sight with at least two cameras. To solve this, sensor-based
fusion techniques can be investigated that combine optical
tracking and US imaging to record flexible objects inside the
body. Rigid bodies can be constructed from active markers
instead of the passive reflective markers used in this study.
Such markers emit radio frequency signals and can be integrated with accelerometer-gyroscope sensors. This would
enable the sensing of moving objects’ angular velocities,
which can be useful for providing additional coordinate data
in case of occlusions. A potential drawback could be related
to the flexibility and size of our system: a fixed tracking

system is an important requirement; hence, optimally positioning the cameras may be time consuming. Recalibration
of the tracking system can also be challenging since it consists of eight cameras as opposed to single stereo-camera
trackers, such as the NDI Polaris. Fortunately, the Motive
software can adjust the system calibration to account for
changes, even drastic ones, in the positions and orientations
of the cameras.
Improving the mobility of the ARMM operating table
may be challenging due to its size (Figure 2). However,
in practice, the entire system can be transported between
operating rooms since
each of the subsystems
The field is far from
is mobile. Such a scenario only implies that
maturity, and the benefits
an additional calibration
step would be necessary,
of surgical robots are still
as explained in the “Preoperative Planning: Worka subject of debate in
space Registration” section.
Finally, the magnetic field
medical communities.
generated by the EM coil
may affect the serial-link
manipulator’s encoders.
Since the encoders used in the joints of the UR10 are
magnetic, they can be damaged when high external magnetic fields are present. We took this into account when
we designed the electromagnet and calculated its offset
from the end-effector surface. The electromagnet has
been tested at a maximum of 15 A, indicating no malfunction. As a safety measure, in this study’s experiments, we
did not exceed ±6 A.
Conclusions and Future Work
We presented a tracking and navigation technique that aims
to bring the ARMM system a step closer to clinical studies.
By incorporating two surgical robots, the system reduces the
constraints of similar actuation systems, including an insufficient workspace, limited DoFs for surgical tools, and bulky
components. Furthermore, we introduced an obstacleavoidance strategy based on marker-aided optical tracking.
We demonstrated the 3D reconstruction accuracy of the
tracking system and the velocity errors of the optimization
routine. The navigation to target robot poses was accomplished around static and dynamic obstacles with an overall 3D tracking accuracy of 0.5 ± 0.3 mm (static) and 2.3 ±
0.6 mm (dynamic). For the proposed optimization routine,
an error of 1.57 rad/s (RMSE) and a mean error of 1.24
rad/s were achieved.
We plan to demonstrate the clinical feasibility of the
ARMM system by remotely steering a magnetically actuated
catheter inside a realistic US phantom. Such a phantom
should represent real arteries, including simulated blood
flow and breathing motions. Improved magnetic-catheter
designs can be tested using the ARMM system, and the
availability of more than two manipulators may enable
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additional control capabilities for this magnetic system,
including the possibility of compensating for organ motion
in multiple targets. We envision our system for an operating
room that can readily integrate the latest US imaging and
interventional technologies.
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